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Lost Eyes
Introduction
This paper explains the production of my thesis "Lost
Eyes"
which is a 3D computer generated short animation. I will explain the
process I went through in completing my thesis. There were many
challenges and obstacles to overcome, however it is complete and I
am very satisfied with the final product. To make things organized I
broke the paper down into six topics, story development, character
development and design, environment development and design,
development and design of animation, development and design of
sound and review of thesis completion.
Story Development
The story for my thesis was going to be different than my
previous work. In the past, my animation's have been comedies and
feel good films. Since I have a real interest in horror films with
twisted stories, I wanted to do something dark and scary.
Influenced by the film Halloween, the animation SandMan and
Casper the friendly ghost, I came up with a story called Lost Eyes.
The first pass at developing my thesis story accepted was a
failure. I had to overcome questions like what is the ghost's goal?
Why is the ghost trying to wake this baby(Mikie) up? And why is
this ghost bothering Mikie? See my original story was to have a
ghost stumble upon this house which had a baby sleeping. The
baby's name is Mikie and he seemed to be having problems
sleeping. The ghost wanted to wake up and eventually scare Mikie.
However, after three attempts of trying to get Mikies attention the
ghost leaves because he couldn't get the satisfaction of scaring
Mikie. This story was not accepted and did not get passed by the
Film/Video/Animation faculty. The ghost had no real goal. Finally
after I had modeled this ghost I realized that he physically had no
eyes. Here was his goal. The ghost wanted Mikies young and
beautiful eyes. Instead of just wanting to scare Mikie the ghost had
a need and desire for Mikies eyes. So the ghost goes through three
attempts of trying to grasp and take these eyes. Each attempt is
filled with surprises and abstractions, which ultimately leads to the
failure of the ghost in completing his goal.
At the end of the story I decided to have Mikie acknowledge the
ghost. He sees the ghost as this funny looking transparent thing
floating above his crib. As the ghost is ready to rip Mikies eyes out,
Mikie is trying to play with the ghost, like it was playtime. In the
beginning of the story Mikie is crying, however in the end he is
laughing because of his interest in the ghost. Eventually the mother
hears Mikie laughing and heads towards his room. This creates a
decision for the ghost; quickly rip the eyes out of this cute laughing
baby or settle for the eyes of a stuffed teddy bear in the room. The
ghost feels sympathy for Mikie and takes off with the teddy bear
eyes. This is the story I was satisfied with and would eventually be
accepted by the faculty so I could continue on with my thesis.
Character Development and Design
Having the story down and accepted it was time to
concentrate on the characters. Since the characters were well
established in my mind it was easy to create the visual design and
personality of both characters.
The ghost was to appear tall, thin and scary looking. I wanted a
white, cloudy, transparent color for the ghost to add to its creepy
appearance. The personality of the ghost was to be tamed but
definitely on a conquest. He was to be exploring this house until he
came across these
babies'
eyes. The minute the ghost sees the eyes
his desire is enraged to have them for himself. Mikie was to look
like a cute baby trying to sleep. He was going to look unhappy and
crying until the very end of the story. At the end when Mikie
acknowledges the ghost he becomes cute and filled with laughter.
Technically I wanted to keep the ghost and Mikie as simple
as possible. They were to be real and lifelike, but I didn't want to
make them too complex, which might limit my ability to animate
them. I figured having them with simpler geometry would give me
the ability to really exaggerate the animation of both characters.
The transparency of the ghost was a great challenge to
overcome. The ghosts had to have a believable transparency,
however not too transparent were the viewer couldn't see some of
the facial or key animated expressions. After weeks of tests with
transparency maps I came up with a few transparent ramps which I
used for the transparency of the ghost. These ramps worked for the
most of the shots, however some shots were composited with After
Effects. In these shots the transparency of the ghost was done in
After Effects by just applying it to the layer of the ghost. I was
eventually satisfied with the design and development of the ghost
and ready for the animation stage ofmy thesis.
The challenge with the design and development ofMikie was
creating a believable texture map for his face. There were many
revisions of his face and I think it wasn't until the fifth one, I was
finally satisfied. The fifth texture map was created with a scanned
image ofmy sisters baby boy David. After the image was scanned
in, it was projected onto the geometry of
Mikie'
s face. Then the
projected texture was brought into Studio Paint, were it was
painted and touched up. It is a tedious process, but if you want
realism it's a process that works.
The actual model forMikie was built from his chest to his
head. There was no reason to model legs and feet for Mikie because
he was going to be under a blanket all the time. However, that lead
to animating the blanket which was also tedious and time
consuming. With creating sets of cv's in the set editor it made it a
little easier to animate each shot of the animated blanket. Now that
the design and development ofMikie was completed. I was ready
to animate Mikie and continue on my way to completing this thesis.
The third but small character is Mikies mother also known as
mommy. This character is only in a few shots and needed very little
attention to the development and design. It was only the shadow of
the mother I wanted in two shots and the mother's arms and hands
in a few other shots. Lighting the mother was a challenge in order
to get the correct shadow, but was achieved with little headache.
The geometry of the arms and hands was keep simple to establish
the same look as Mikie. Continuity had to be established because of
the mother and son relationship and the fact that they were both
humans. With all the characters developed, it now was time to
establish the environment in which these characters would be
animated.
Environment Development and Design
Since all my characters had simple geometry, but were to look
as real as possible, I wanted to go all out on the environment. The
environment was going to be a great challenge. I was going to
really push myself in effort to create this photorealistic world. The
story takes place in a house late at night and to the best ofmy
ability I had to create a living room, hallway, stairway, and babies
room with high detail. Making it a believable setting for my story. I
wanted as much detail as I could get for each shot. More detail in an
environment creates realism, depth, and an interesting world for
these characters to be animated.
One major challenge I had to overcome in creating this realistic
world was to create an environment with high detail with somewhat
simple geometry. I knew if the environment was loaded up with
elaborate models then the animation and rendering would be
slowed down considerably. A great way for making a highly
detailed environment with simple geometry was to use a lot of
texture maps. Almost every surface had it's own texture map which
I created in Adobe PhotoShop and Studio Paint. Some surfaces had
up to six different maps applied to the shader. This also slows down
the rendering but not as much as an environment with complex
geometry.
Another major challenge was lighting the environment. Most
of your horror films take place at night to help create a creepy, scary
and suspenseful environment. I also wanted my story to take place
at night, so each shot was to be dark and poorly lit. However, I
wanted the characters to be bright and vibrant so they would stand
out and not get blended into the dark background. I overcame this
by exclusively linking some lights to the characters. These lights
would only light up the characters and not effect the
environment.
For example, you have a ball in a room, the ball would be visible and
the room would be black. The environment would also have
exclusive lights linked to it, which would only affect the
environment and not the characters. This example would be the
exact opposite as the one before. After overcoming these two and a
few other challenges I was ready to start animating the characters in
this realistic 3D world.
Development and Design ofAnimation
Since I built all the characters with simple geometry, the
animation was an easier process than I expected. Some of the shots
however had a lot of geometry because of the environment. For
example if it were a wide shot with a large background, the large
background would be complex and heavy with geometry. This
created a problem with animating the characters in a complex
environment. The more complex the shot the slower the animation
process. I stripped the environment models down as low as I could
make them and still ran into problems. One feature Alias/Wavefront
Studio has is the ability to overlay skeletons. This allows you to
animate just the skeleton and overlay the character body after the
animation is finished. This solution increased the speed of animating
extremely and fixed the problem I ran into with animating
characters in complex environments.
Another feature Alias/Wavefront Studio has is inverse
kinematics(IK). This feature allows you to set key frames on an IK
handle rather than on each joint of the skeleton. It also constraints
the joints making it easier to move the joints into the position you
desire them to in. Using Alias/Wavefront Studio was a big
advantage because it is a high-end animation and modeling
application. Besides the animation of the characters and other
modeled objects, I also had many animated textures creating special
effects such as, the static on the television screen. Ultimately the
animation went smoothly with no real major problems.
Development and Design of Sound
The person, who composed the music for my thesis, had also
composed music for my previous work. His name is Ian Sanchez and
he is an Eastman School ofMusic graduate. Normally the process is,
first the animation is finished then brought to the composer to be
scored. However, due to time constraints we sat down and scored
the music to my storyboard. We came up with basic theme to create
a mood or tone. I wanted the music to be similar to John
Carpenter's Halloween. In Halloween the music created a
suspenseful and thrilling environment, with piercing high and low
tones. It also had a distinctive melody, which was repeated over and
over and kept you on the edge of your seat throughout the whole
movie. Ian gave me many different clips ofmusic with various
lengths and I just edited them onto the animation when it came time
to edit. This process worked before and was successful so I was
confident we could accomplish the same quality for my thesis.
All of the special effect sounds came from a compact disc
library except for the sound of the mother, which I recorded from
my sister.
Conclusion
In this paper I have reviewed the production of my thesis
Lost Eyes. It was an extremely rewarding experience were I had to
overcome many great challenges. I evaluated the story
development, the development and design of the characters,
environment, animation, and sound. Eventually I overcame all the
challenges and finished my thesis with great satisfaction.
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Treatment:
The scene opens with a close shot of an exterior door from the inside. The door is
shaking back and forth like someone is trying to open it, however from the shot you can
see that the door is definitely locked. Its dark in the room only lit by a few lights so its
clear that its late in the night and people are probably sleeping. Then all of a sudden a
ghost peeps his head through the door looking to see if anyone has noticed him.
The ghost sees a heavy man snoring, passed out on a couch. He flies up to the
man and plugs his nose. The man wakes and in a confident soft voice the ghost says boo.
The man screams and flies out of the house. Then the ghost floats up the stairs to a hall
way and hears the sound of a tv coming through a door. He sees that a door is
slightly open so he peeks his head through and sees a woman engrossed in a tv show.
She is crying because the tv show is one of those sad, romantic dramas. The ghost then
gets an idea and disappears by snapping his finger. He then reappears in the room where
the woman is watching tv by coming through the tv. The woman freaks out and runs out of
the house like her husband. Then the ghost sees a closed door back in the hallway with
the decorations of a small baby boy. The name Little Mikey is on the door. He enters the
room and sees a crib. As the ghost floats up to the crib he sees the baby fast asleep just
snoozing away. First with just a little scary face the ghost attempts to scare the baby, but
the baby is still fast asleep. Then with a big scary face the ghost tries again. This time the
baby rolls over in a deep sleep and passes gas in the ghosts face. This makes the ghost
flip backwards in disgust crashing into the baby's shelves making a toy radio crash to the
floor. Once the radio hits the floor it starts blaring some kind of nursery rhyme. The ghost
then hears the baby starting to wake and flies up to see. Finally the baby is waking and
rubbing his eyes looking confused by the loud music. The baby sees the ghost and they
stair at each other for a few seconds. Then all of a sudden the baby lets out this
loud, childlike laugh and scares the ghost instead. The ghost flies in terror out the door,
down the stairs and out of the house. Last shot is after credits with baby Mikey sleeping
again and nursery rhyme music is in the back ground.
Creative Style:
This film is going to be created in 3D computer animation using Alias/WaveFront on the
Silicon Graphics Machines in the SGI lab. Everything will have a realistic look except for
the baby and the ghost. They will have a slight cartoon look to them by using simply
shapes for the characters. This will also keep the size of the characters down making it
easier to animate and render. Everything will be down to look as professional as possible
with custom shaders, clean models, composited backgrounds and so on. The sound
effects will be done on a Macintosh with Sound Edit16/Deckll and the music will be done
by Ian Sanchez(Grad student at Eastman School of Music).
Production Schedule
Fall Quarter:
October 31
Have baby and ghost modeled.
November 30
Have all backgrounds and characters modeled and shaded.
Also have many test renders done with animation tests.
Winter Quarter:
December 30
Animate and render scenes 1-10.
Test lan's music.
January 30
Animate and render scenes 1 1-20.
Make sure Ian has music finished or close to.
Have all sound effects done.
February 30
Animate and render scenes 21-29.
Also start editing scenes together with music and sound effects.
March 9
Finish everything and present thesis.
Budget:
Item Estimate In Kind Actual
Research
Storyboard
Animatic
3D Software
Sound Effects
Music
Optical Disk
Jazz Disk
Zip Disks
Editing (Avid)
Videotapes
Contest Fees
Total
$50.00 $0 $50.00
$50.00 $0 $50.00
$100.00 $0 $100.00
$20,000 $20,000 $0
$10,000 $10,000 $0
$100.00 $0 $100.00
$250.00 $0 $250.00
$100.00 $0 $100.00
$50.00 $0 $50.00
$2,000 $2,000 $0
$100.00 $0 $100.00
$250.00 $0 $250.00
$33,050 $32,000 $1,050
Marketing Plan
Festivals
1 . California Student Media Festival
2. Chicago International Film and Video Festival
3. Siggraph Festival
4. Siggraph Student Festival
5. Ottawa International Animation Festival
6. Miami Film and Video Festival
7. SMPTE and RAVA Student Film Festival
8. Mill Valley Film Festival
Appendix B - Storyboard
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